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Cycle lanes over Hills Road bridge
If the new trial lanes are successful, the central reservation will be
removed and permanent cycle lanes established in both directions
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Cambridge Cycling Campaign

Co-ordinator’s comment

Co-ordinator’s comment
Cycling Demonstration Town
programme hots up

If you like what you see in this newsletter,
add your voice to those of our 1000
members by joining the Campaign.
Membership costs are low:
£7.50 individual
£3.50 unwaged
£12 household.
For this, you get six newsletters a year,
discounts at a large number of bike shops,
and you will be supporting our work.
Join now on-line at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership.
Please get in touch if you want to hear more.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up
in 1995 to voice the concerns of cyclists.
We are not a cycling club, but an
organisation for lobbying and campaigning
for the rights of cyclists, and for promoting
cycling in and around Cambridge.
Don’t forget our meetings, open to all,
are on the first Tuesday of each month,
7.30 for 8.00pm at the Friends’ Meeting
House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge.

Elected Officers 2008-2009
Co-ordinator – Martin Lucas-Smith
Liaison Officer – Jim Chisholm
Membership Secretary – David Earl

On 1st September, Mike Davies, who is the
Programme Manager for the Cambridge
Cycling Demonstration Town, spoke to the
Campaign’s monthly meeting on the range of
schemes that are currently being worked on.
Those of us on the Committee have been
aware of these schemes, and it is very
pleasing to see so many of them coming
to fruition more publicly.
It was also particularly heartening to
hear that an interim cycle-lane scheme
on Hills Road bridge has been agreed on.
I am sure this must have involved a
significant amount of internal discussion
within the County Council, and we are
grateful to Mike and his colleagues for
ensuring that the layout did not simply
revert to the previous four lanes of cars,
a layout which was almost as cycle-hostile
as the two-lane arrangement that drivers
and cyclists have recently had to endure.
Also coming forward recently are a
large number of schemes in South
Cambridgeshire. These are intended
particularly to benefit those living in the
villages surrounding Cambridge. Mike
is keen to seek early feedback on the
proposals, so please do have a look at
them if you are able. The documents
outlining the proposals can be found at
www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/transport/
projects/south/.

Newsletter Editor – Monica Frisch
Treasurer – Clare Macrae
Events Officer – Sally Butterfield
Recruitment Officer – John Cooter
Press Officer – Mark Irving
Secretary – position vacant
Officers without portfolio – Chris Dorling,
Vanessa Kelly, Phil Lee, Simon Nuttall, Paul
Robison, James Woodburn and one vacancy

Obstruction to cycle lane on Parker’s Piece.

Internet: www.camcycle.org.uk
E-mail: contact@camcycle.org.uk

The County Council are also working with
CycleStreets (the offshoot of the Cycling
Campaign which runs and develops the
online journey planner and photomap)
to create a website to which to submit
suggestions for places for cycle parking
and removal of obstructions anywhere in
Cambridge and the surrounding villages.
More news to follow in due course.

This newsletter is printed on recycled
paper by Victoire Press, Bar Hill.

Planning in control?

Contacting the Campaign
Cambridge Cycling Campaign
PO Box 204
Cambridge CB4 3FN
Telephone: (01223) 690718
Fax: (07092) 376664

There have been two high-profile development
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The new Tesco store on Mill Road.
control issues recently on which we have
campaigned, both with some success.
Firstly, the issue of Tesco on Mill Road.
We have no views on the issues of
independent shops that has been so
publicly raised in the pages of the Cambridge
News. However, we were concerned to
ensure that the already very poor delivery
situation on Mill Road was not made
worse. As we report on page 5, Tesco
eventually made a significant last-minute
U-turn, undertaking not to deliver from
Mill Road. This was actually a condition of
the planning permission they had obtained.
Like others, we will be watching them to
ensure they keep their word, given the
problems their lorries are already creating
on Sedgwick Street. If serious difficulties
arise, the City Council will need to step in,
this time rather more forcefully.
Secondly, we responded to plans for the
ice rink on Parker’s Piece, due to return
this winter. Many members wrote to us last
year about the problems they experienced,
particularly with regard to poor cycle
parking and the use of the paths by the
Christmas Market in a way which did not
reflect a compromise between the competing
uses of Parker’s Piece: transport and leisure.
We spoke at the Planning Committee,
in an attempt to ensure that these issues
would be dealt with without stopping the
event going ahead. The operators have
made efforts to deal with these problems,
for which we are grateful. As a result, we
are hopeful that the attraction will go ahead
without problems this time.
Martin Lucas-Smith, Co-ordinator

Corrections
We would like to apologise for failing
to acknowledge the contributor of last
month’s photomap picture. The photo,
of a cycle symbol in a cobbled surface in
Germany, was taken by Graham Paul Smith
at Urban Design (gpsmith@brookes.ac.uk).
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AGM
This year’s AGM will be on Tuesday 3rd
November 2009, 7.30 pm for 8 pm (ending
by 10 pm), at the Friends’ Meeting House
on Jesus Lane. All are very welcome.
The evening will begin with a talk by a
guest speaker, followed by an opportunity
for questions.

We hope to give an update on our
Charitable Status application.

Elections

The business of the AGM will then follow,
including elections to the Committee.

The AGM is the time at which a new
Committee is elected. The Committee
represents the ‘front line’ of the Campaign.
Its members assist with consultation
responses, attend meetings, and administer
aspects of the Campaign, all depending on
their time available, on your behalf.

Any motions for the AGM must reach
the Co-ordinator via our usual contact
details by Tuesday 20th October 2009.
We will write to all members to give more
information on the AGM shortly after.

It is an excellent opportunity to become
more involved in the Campaign, promote
cycling, learn about local government, and
thus, we hope, make a real difference to
cycling in Cambridge.

Minutes of the last AGM will be sent round
our members’ e-mail list a week in advance
(or you can request a postal copy from us).

As usual, all the Committee posts, as
listed below, are up for election – please
consider standing!

Formal AGM business

The posts are Co-ordinator, Liaison
Officer, Membership Secretary,
Newsletter Editor, Treasurer, Events
Officer, Recruitment Officer and Press
Officer. And, last but not least, there are
up to seven Officers Without Portfolio
who are also invaluable to the general
campaigning work being done.
You can find out more about the roles
of the Committee members online at
www.camcycle.org.uk/about/
constitution/#committee
Three additional Charity Officer positions
may need to be elected, which would be
the formal Chair, Treasurer and Secretary of
the charity, if the Campaign has charitable
status by the time of the AGM. More
details will be given when we write to
members in October.

News from the Travel for Work Partnership
Mark Webb, Development Manager for the Travel for Work Partnership, on a new project and opportunities for improved cycle facilities.

The TRAVEL PLAN PLUS project
What might it be like if employers got
together to make cycling to work easier?
TRAVEL PLAN PLUS (TP+) is an exciting EU
project that will join Cambridge’s Business Park,
Regional College, Science Park, St John’s
Innovation Centre and Taylor Vinters
solicitors in a network to work together to
promote more sustainable travel to the
area. Cycling will be high on the agenda.
Campaign members working in this area
of north Cambridge will probably be aware
that many organisations already help their
commuting staff by having workplace
travel plans, but others have yet to look at
travel issues. By managing many initiatives
in a network, TP+ will make travel plans as
effective, efficient and coordinated as possible.

work in any of the sites covered by the
project. ‘If any of you have ideas or would
like to assist the cycling aspect of the
project I’d be pleased to hear from you,’
said Gary. ‘Also, if you would like your
organisation to be involved please contact
me in the first instance for more details.’
Gary can be contacted on 01223 715695,
or gary.armstrong@cambridgeshire.gov.uk

Cycle Cambridge are giving
££££s for cycle parking
TfW is helping to give away ££££s being
provided by the Cycle Cambridge Project
to improve employer cycle parking within
Cambridge and its necklace villages.

Gary Armstrong is the newly appointed
Travel Plan Coordinator for the TP+ project
and will be based in a new ‘Commuter
Centre’ on the Science Park from late
September 2009.
Gary said: ‘I am really looking forward to
working with employers on this exciting
project. Lots of people already cycle to the
area – but I am sure we can help others
make this sustainable and healthy choice.’
Gary is keen to hear from the Cambridge
Cycling Campaign’s members cycling to

a substantial pot of money to provide or
improve cycle parking. It couldn’t be easier!
• C
 ambridgeshire Highways will undertake
a FREE initial on-site visit to design and
quote for the proposed facility.
• If desired, your employer can use this
design to get quotes from other suppliers.
• T ake a Stand will then either fund half the
total cost or supply the racks free of charge.
• A
 pplications will be processed on
a case-by-case basis and within two
weeks of receipt of your full application,
assuming it is all correct.
So, if you think your employer could
increase or make improvements to cycle
parking, covers, and security, let them
know about ‘Cycle Cambridge Take A Stand’
– visit tfw.org.uk/news.php#takeastand09
to download a form and scheme guidelines
or phone 01223 715694/715550. Bids can
be submitted until October 2010.

Free visitor cycle parking

Register now for high-quality cycle parking.
In the Cycle Cambridge Take A Stand
scheme your employer is able to share in

Cycle Cambridge can also design and install
free visitor cycle parking at schools, medical
practices and businesses in Cambridge
and the surrounding villages. If you have
any suggested locations please contact
Clare Rankin on tel: 01223 457108,
email: clare.rankin@cambridge.gov.uk.
Mark Webb
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Mill Road traffic calming

Ranked as the third and fourth most dangerous sections of road
in the county, consultation has begun on proposals to change the
two stretches of Mill Road on either side of the railway bridge.
£400,000 has been allocated for the project.

The proposals are for a 20 mph zone
punctuated with a series of flat-topped
speed tables at the junctions and
interspersed with cushions at 60 m intervals

ramps and will have a more of a psychological rather than a
physical effect on traffic. They will create extended crossing points
for pedestrians, who I would think will welcome this. There should
be little impact on cycling.
The other main measure is installation of the speed cushions.
I saw quite a lot of speed cushions of this type in Newquay (see
article on page 15), but they also exist in Cambridge, e.g in
Coronation Street. These are humps with a curved top and
feathered edge with the road surface. The plan is to put these so
that the left hand edge of the cushion starts at least 1 metre into
the road from the kerbside.

The proposals are for a 20 mph zone punctuated with a series of
flat-topped speed tables at the junctions and interspersed with
cushions at 60 metre intervals. Each of the flat-topped tables will
be at least 6 metres long to make the bumps gentle enough for
bus passengers.
The aim is to achieve a round-the-clock reduction in speed to 20 mph.
The consultation proposals include detailed maps showing the
number and types of injury-collisions at various points along these
stretches of Mill Road. The most significant are at the turns immediately
on either side of the railway bridge, but those tend to happen in
the small hours when speed and alcohol are larger factors.
Given that most of us are in favour of reducing the speed on this
road, I think the most significant questions the Cycling Campaign
should be considering are:
1. Are the proposals likely to be politically acceptable?
2. Will they work?
3. Should we ask for any amendments?
In answering the first point, there has been quite a bit of manoeuvring
to keep Mill Road on the county’s accident reduction agenda.
Many ideas have been considered including plugging Mill Road
at the bridge to stop it off as a through route for motor vehicles.
Another option, to introduce a 20 mph limit (rather than zone), has
been discounted as unenforceable. So this is a compromise proposal
that uses physical measures to change the character of the road.
The speed tables will be the full width of the road, and bring the
road up to the level of the pavement. These will have fairly gentle
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Speed cushions on Coronation Street.
My anxiety about the speed cushions is that they encourage the
dangerous practice of gutter cycling. This is where cyclists put
themselves at the edge of the road, effectively inviting traffic to
overtake when there is not really enough room. However, drivers
of wide vehicles also know that they can avoid a jolt by getting their
wheels to pass either side of the cushion. So a bit of competition is
created for the space between the gutter and the cushion. Where
there are more severe road humps than those proposed here, I’ve
seen drivers overtake a cyclist and then cut in to avoid riding the peak
of the cushion.
One final thing about the proposals is the slightly radical suggestion
of removing the road centre line. This will introduce an element of
uncertainty about the line motor vehicles should take, and so should

Local news
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also slow down the traffic. It’s a bit of an unknown, but I think
worth trying because it could encourage motor vehicles to give
cyclists more room when overtaking.
We’ve not asked for cycle lanes because there is not enough room
to accommodate them at sufficient width. But one amendment
I would like to see is an exception for cyclists to the banned right
turn into Kingston Street – this ought now to be possible given
that a speed table for that junction is included in these proposals.
My own experience of Mill Road is that at certain times of day
I avoid it because the longer alternative routes via the cycle bridge
over the railway station, or via Gwydir Street, are more pleasant
and can be quicker. When I do use it, I notice that most other
cyclists are riding in the gutter or on the inside of queueing traffic.
That makes slow, unpleasant and dangerous progress and I don’t
think the proposals address this issue.
All these proposals are necessary because of the unwillingness
to enforce the existing speed limits or the loading and unloading
restrictions. It is hard to predict how effective these measures will
actually be if implemented, but if they create a calmer atmosphere
and take away the apparent urgency of all traffic to travel at the
max then they will help make Mill Road a more human place and
less of a rat run.
Simon Nuttall

We would like to see an exception for cyclists to the banned
right turn just after the bridge into Kingston Street.

The Mill Road Tesco saga
not a reason to make things worse. Tesco stated publicly in
the Cambridge Evening News they were going to ignore this
condition, which would have resulted in lorries 10.35 m long
delivering on Mill Road twice a day for 41 minutes a time.
Following a letter from us to the Planning Department, and
no doubt much correspondence from others, the City Council
declared that it was an enforceable condition.

Together with David Howarth, MP for Cambridge, we asked
whether twice-daily deliveries of 41 minutes each from a 34-foot
lorry would be appropriate on Mill Road.
On 26th August 2009 Tesco opened their new store on Mill Road.
The Cycling Campaign has no view on Tesco as a company, nor on
the issue of independent shops that others have raised, but we were
concerned to ensure that the delivery proposals for their store did
not affect safety nor cause delays on Mill Road, just as we have been
with other cases such as the 3663 deliveries and Downing Street
issues raised in earlier Newsletters. This stretch of Mill Road is already
the fourth-highest accident blackspot in all of Cambridgeshire.
After a long series of failed planning applications and a failed
public inquiry, Tesco decided to press ahead with opening a small
store. There is a planning condition dating from 1971 on this
specific site, stating that unloading has to take place within the
site, i.e, not from Mill Road or from Sedgwick Street. Other shops
do not have this condition. Though this may not seem fair, it is

A week before opening, Tesco performed a U-turn and confirmed
their intention only to deliver from within the site. In the light of
this, a meeting of the East Area Committee agreed not to take
immediate enforcement action, but to authorise officers to do so
if it proved necessary. This is a pleasing outcome for the Cycling
Campaign, and will mean that the already bad delivery problems
on Mill Road will not be made worse. At the time of writing, Tesco
have not been spotted breaking this condition. (If they do, calls
will mount again for the City Council to take enforcement action,
for which it now has authorisation.)
Tesco are thus sending 8-metre lorries down Sedgwick Street,
which is an extremely narrow local street with cars parked on both
sides. On the day before opening, we received an e-mail from a
resident of the street, stating how a lorry driver was overheard
describing the backing of his large lorry into the small delivery yard
(containing parked cars) as ‘ridiculous’, saying that it didn’t accord
with his risk assessment. It remains to be seen how this option will
play out and whether Tesco will find it so impractical that they
deliver from Mill Road after all, or whether they will use smaller
vehicles more appropriate to this site.
The County Council are currently consulting on a safety scheme
for Mill Road (see above). When responding, please ask them to
consider including the need for action on illegal or inappropriate
deliveries within the scheme.
Martin Lucas-Smith
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Cambridge Gateway proposal

The Cambridge Gateway: proposals for Hills Road
bridge and the Hills Road/Brooklands Avenue junction
The County Council is currently drawing
up provisional new designs for what they
call the Cambridge Gateway, which is the
road and path layout for Hills Road bridge
and for the Hills Road/Brooklands Avenue
junction including the new road from the
junction which will lead into the station.
These proposals are for the permanent changes
which will follow the trial of cycle lanes on
the bridge which, at the time of writing,
has just started (see page 20). Public
consultations on the permanent proposals
were held on 8th and 10th September.
Recently representatives of the Campaign
attended a briefing for councillors and
stakeholders and an additional on-site
meeting just for us at which a number of
our concerns were raised and discussed.

In general, we greatly
welcome the proposals
which will address the
lack of provision for
cyclists on the bridge
In general, we greatly welcome the
proposals which will at last address the
lack of provision for cycling on the bridge.
Many cyclists, especially children, the
elderly and other less confident cyclists,
have for years found cycling over the
bridge very intimidating. The situation has
of course been worse over the last year
during the engineering work to construct
the guided busway beneath the bridge,
but a real problem existed long before
then and possible solutions were discussed
as long ago as 2006 (see, for example,
Newsletter 65).
The Campaign has long stressed that
cycling provision on the bridge should be
on-road and that off-road provision shared
with pedestrians would not be satisfactory
here where the numbers of cyclists and
of pedestrians are so high. According to
County Council figures, around 4,000
cyclists cross the bridge every day, which
is one of the highest figures recorded
anywhere in the UK.
The proposals which we have seen start
with a basic layout which is similar to that
described in our article in Newsletter 83,
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Trial lanes over Hills Road bridge are primarily to confirm traffic modelling which indicates
that a motor traffic single lane up each side of the bridge will not cause serious additional
congestion. If successful, the central reservation would be removed so that cycle lanes
can be accommodated both up and down the bridge as well as lanes for motor traffic.
which is for three traffic lanes (one in
each direction uphill as far as the crest
of the bridge and two downhill from the
crest of the bridge) in place of the present
four lanes. This reduction from four traffic
lanes to three coupled with the removal
of the reservation all along the centre of
the road will leave enough space for a
two-metre-wide mandatory hybrid cycle
lane along each side of the road. The
proposed layout should not, the County
Officers inform us, significantly increase
traffic congestion and tailbacks over
what they were before work started on
the guided-bus alterations to the bridge.
The trial of cycle lanes which has just
started will be a rough-and-ready test
of whether congestion will be increased.

Hills Road/Brooklands Avenue/
station access junction
The proposals are that the present cycle
lanes at each end of the bridge should
remain much as they are at present, but
there are to be major changes to the Hills
Road/Brooklands Avenue junction. A fourth
arm to the junction is to be constructed
opposite the end of Brooklands Avenue.
This new road will lead into the station
as envisaged in Ashwells accepted CB1
planning application. The new road will be
only for authorised buses and for bicycles.
The present proposals allow cyclists
travelling north over the bridge to turn
right with the buses into the new road.

Cambridge Gateway proposal
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A simplified sketch of the County Council’s proposed permanent design on which they are consulting (comments are ours).
However, both we and the planners
recognise that this manoeuvre is suitable
only for confident cyclists. The expectation
is that the majority of cyclists coming over
the bridge and heading for the station
will pull up onto the pavement just past
the entrance into the Unex (City House)

development and cross the road on a
new light-controlled, single-stage Toucan
crossing from the end of which a new
three-metre-wide shared-use path will
provide an alternative route into the station.
The majority of the small Campaign group
which attended the briefing and/or the on-site

meeting strongly support the principle of
these measures which represent, in our view,
a major step forward in provision for cycling
in this area. However, we believe that there
are still some serious snags, listed below, which
urgently need correction before current
designs become set in stone. continued >
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Serious snags
A dangerous pinch point. This is the
most serious problem. The cycle lane on
the southbound side of the bridge will not
start at the Earl of Derby pub but will instead
only start after the Toucan crossing which
is to be some way up the bridge. In the
stretch from the pub to the crossing, cyclists
will be dangerously squeezed. At present
the single traffic lane here, shared by cyclists
and motor vehicles including many heavy
vehicles, is 5.4 metres wide (measured at
the southern boundary of the pub land).
We are told that, not merely will there
be no cycle lane here in spite of the fact
that there is currently plenty of space to
construct one, but that the traffic lane
will be narrowed to 3.1 metres which
would be a thoroughly unsatisfactory, even
dangerous, width for cyclists. Government
guidance advises against traffic lanes of
this width where they are shared with
cyclists (see TAL 15/99, cited in LTN 02/08,
Cycle Infrastructure Design (www.dft.gov.uk/
pgr/roads/tpm/ltnotes/ltn208.pdf) which
advises that:

It is proposed to narrow the section past the Earl of Derby pub into the critically bad
range for bikes: 3.1 m instead of the current 5.4 m. This undermines the excellent
proposals for the bridge itself.

gaps of between 2.75 metres and
3.25 metres over any distance
should be avoided, as car drivers
may attempt to overtake even
though there is insufficient room
to do so safely.
Since work on cycling improvements on
the bridge is promoted by Cycling England,
it would be bizarre to create a pinch point
directly contrary to their advice. They advise
against traffic lanes with buses and heavy
goods vehicles which are shared with cyclists
of between 2.75 metres and 4.5 metres
wide (Design Portfolio, A.04, pages 4&5 –
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl86ce).

An example of a cantilevered signal at the Gonville Place crossing.
The first island would be in the Toucan
crossing even though the Toucan is, we
are pleased to see, to be single-stage with
press-buttons at each end and not on the
island. In our opinion the island is wholly
unnecessary and the traffic signal intended
to be placed on it should be replaced by a
signal suspended from a cantilevered

If this pinch point remains in the plans, all the
other new provision for cyclists on the bridge will
fail to attract those less confident cyclists who are at
present understandably hesitant to use the bridge
We suggest that, if this pinch point remains
in the plans, all the other new provision for
cyclists on the bridge will fail to attract
those less confident cyclists who are at
present understandably hesitant to use the
bridge. The reason for the narrowing of
the traffic lane (and the failure to plan for a
cycle lane) along this stretch results from the
proposal to insert two islands for traffic signals.
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post on the pavement (on the station side)
like the one at the Gonville Place crossing
(see photo). The second new island would
separate the two northbound traffic lanes
which, of course, have different traffic
signal phases. Again we consider that the
island is unnecessary and that the traffic
signal intended to be placed on it should
be replaced by a signal suspended from a

cantilevered post on the pavement (on the
City House side). Mike Davies of the Cycle
Cambridge team tells me that he and his
colleagues will now look into the possibility
of cantilevered signals at these locations.
Whether these suggestions are or are not
taken up, what really matters is that the
5.4 metre southbound traffic lane (at the
southern boundary of the pub land) should
not be reduced in width and that the cycle
lane should start at this point. To create a
new, seriously intimidating pinch point there
would make all the improvements to cycling
provision on the bridge largely pointless.
Crossing into Brooklands Avenue.
Although cyclists travelling from Brooklands
Avenue will be permitted to cross directly
into the new road to the station, those
travelling in the reverse direction will be
prohibited from crossing directly from
the new road into Brooklands Avenue.
Obviously this will be extremely confusing,
particularly for those many cyclists who are
not familiar with the details of the local
roads and who may not find it easy to
work out an alternative route.

Cambridge Gateway proposal
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This prohibition will, we believe, have
safety implications. There is no simple,
obvious, safe alternative way of crossing
the road here, even for those cyclists
who may choose to get off and wheel
their cycles. The Toucan crossing is some
distance away up the bridge and using it
after coming to the end of the new road at
the junction involves an awkward detour.
We ask that the traffic light phasing be
looked at again to provide a short phase to
permit cyclists to make the direct crossing.
To expect all cyclists wanting to cross into
Brooklands Avenue to divert via the new
Toucan crossing or to use Station Road
and the triangle route via Vinter Terrace
is unrealistic. However, using the Vinter
Terrace route and the existing crossing
outside the Royal Albert Homes could be
a useful alternative way (particularly if the
crossing were to be made into a toucan)
for getting onto the shared-use path on
Brooklands Avenue.
Advanced Stop Lines. At all the stop
lines at the traffic signals at the Brooklands
Avenue/ Hills Road junction, Advanced
Stop Lines (ASLs) with red surfacing are
needed (and designed in accordance with
Cycling England’s guidance in their Design
Portfolio). It is particularly important that
there should be ASLs in the outer traffic
lane for inbound traffic which will be used
by buses and confident cyclists turning
right into the new road to the station. ASLs
will give a much-needed indication to bus
drivers that cyclists are legitimately turning
right there. The road surface marking in
the middle of the junction, which on the
plans says ‘Buses only’ with a right-turn
arrow, must be modified to say ‘Buses and
cycles only’ and ideally there should be an
area where right-turning cycles can wait in
front of the buses.
Signs at the entry to the new road
into the station. There are to be rising
bollards a short distance along this road
to limit entry to authorised buses and to
cyclists (there will, of course, need to be
a bypass for cyclists). The signs at the
bollards and those giving advance warning
of the bollards will, we understand, need
Department of Transport approval and
obviously it will be simplest if the signs
are similar to those used at rising bollards
elsewhere in the city. The present proposals
are to have ‘No entry’ signs at the entrance
to the new road with an ‘Except buses’
board below (which curiously is permitted
even though ‘Except cycles’ is not). There
would be an island and a 1.5 m cycle slipway
alongside to let bicycles through. Committee
members consider that the board beneath
the no entry sign should say ‘Except
authorised buses’, but disagree about the

A proposed alternative route to the Station involves a ramp off Hills Road bridge.
Whether this would be a continuous surface with the footway on the bridge or
whether the wall would remain is still under discussion. A U-turn would be needed
and then, even though the buildings are going to be demolished and there is a clean
sheet to work on, the width will be compromised by one of the proposed buildings.

Plans for the new junction don’t allow cycles to go from the station into Brooklands Avenue.
desirability of the proposed separate slip
lane and island for cyclists here. A 20 mph
sign will also be needed as the whole of the
CB1 development is to have a 20 mph limit.
Path needs straightening. There is to
be a two-metre wide shared-use path from
the end of the new Toucan crossing and
leading into the station. As currently planned
the path has awkward twists and turns
and in particular it involves a significant
detour for those coming along the guided
bus maintenance track/cycleway from, say,
Trumpington and heading for Homerton
or the Hills Road Sixth Form College.
We consider that a better route, either as
an addition or as an alternative, would be
a more direct route along the signal box
boundary, through or alongside the new
signal box car park to join the guided bus
maintenance track/cycleway.

Alternative routes
The proposed improvements to Hills Road
bridge form part of a series of initiatives

which should improve cycle routes to the
station. Firstly, access to the station from
the cycle bridge which links Rustat Road
with Devonshire Road is due to be
improved when Ashwells go ahead with
the CB1 development. Secondly, the
guided bus maintenance track/cycleway
should provide good station access
avoiding Hills Road bridge for pedestrians
and cyclists from Addenbrookes, from
Long Road and from Trumpington (and
later from a proposed link through the CUP
development in Clarendon Road). Thirdly,
the railway authorities plan to construct a
new island platform for trains travelling
south (towards London) close to Rustat
Road. We believe that it is essential that
the land set aside at the Rustat Road/Davy
Road junction for the creation of a new
station entrance giving access to the
island platform (and to the station more
generally) be utilised. Sadly, there is no
indication yet that the rail authorities will
construct this new entrance.
James Woodburn
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My way

Base map from OpenStreetMap licensed CC by SA

My way: Cambridge to Dry Drayton

A

Loading up in Shani’s garden.
My way runs from Stockwell Street in
Cambridge to The Irwin Centre, Dry
Drayton, and I have been cycling it since
2003. For the last 16 months it has involved
a stop in Hardwick to drop off or collect my
son at his childminder’s.
Leaving Stockwell Street, we cycle over the
Carter Bridge, and wiggle through to Hills
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Road via Devonshire Road, Tenison Road
and Glisson Road. We are glad of the
resurfacing of Devonshire Road as you
come off the Carter Bridge, although cycle
facilities suddenly seem a lot narrower
when you have two front panniers and a
passenger; they are certainly not built with
trikes or trailers in mind.
Having crossed Hills Road we cut down
Coronation Street, then do battle with the
school traffic on Pemberton Terrace before
spotting ducks and pressing buttons to cross
Trumpington Road and proceed down
Fen Causeway. I prefer to cycle on the road
here, as in my experience it is quicker and
safer. The corner by the Leys School has an
adverse camber, poor visibility and surface,
and the entrance and exit to the School
I have always found to be a bit of a gamble.
The occasional motorist questions my
judgement but my response is that the
cycle path is optional – not that they are
interested in a reasoned reply.
Down Newnham Road, up Sidgwick Avenue
(record numbers of unlit cyclists here in
winter), then during school term-time battle
with the unreasonable numbers of 4x4s
along Grange Road. Phew – onto Adams

Road, then the scenic cycle path to Coton
– a chance for more conversation and
spotting cows, rabbits, birds etc. And hardly
any litter, a welcome change from roadside
cycle paths. Although repairs have been
made to this section, there are still cracks
and lumps, one of which caused us a
spillage in the autumn when it was covered
with wet leaves. And I don’t know whose
idea it was to put the longitudinal ridges at
the junctions behind the Cavendish labs but
they are a distinct hazard when it’s frosty,
and are a bit slippery for a heavily laden bike
when wet.
continued on page 12 >

Cycle facilities suddenly
seem a lot narrower
when you have two
front panniers and a
passenger; they are
certainly not built with
trikes or trailers in mind

My way
B
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D

Turning out onto Hills Road at Glisson Road.

E

Over the bike bridge at the station.

F

New surface in Devonshire Road.

H

Communing with the ducks at the little
bridge over Hobson’s Conduit.

I

Staying on the road at Fen Causeway.

G

Turning left into Sidgwick Avenue.

J
Grange Road.

L

Around Newnham Road roundabout.

K

Coton Path: surface is already breaking
up badly in places west of the Vet School
[this pic is just at the southern end of the
N/S deviation of the path).

Coton Path new section.

On Coton Path.
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M

as well. I haven’t walked yet but it will
happen! This path has benefited from a
clean this spring which has restored it to
its original width.
We follow this path all the way to
Hardwick, enjoying the view, but not the
occasional vehicle that seems to regard
the path as a hard shoulder. The corner
by Madingley Mulch is a notorious frost
pocket and needs to be approached with
care in the winter. The junction where
the cycle path joins the road at the
Hardwick 40 mph limit is rather narrow
and unforgiving. From thereon we cycle
on the road to Hardwick, drop off (I get
a breather), and continue by road over
the roundabouts to the Irwin Centre
(before the village of Dry Drayton).

Over the M11.
We cross the M11 and begin the climb.
It’s a shame that when the Coton section
of road was resurfaced, the lumps and
bumps weren’t ironed out. Now they are
just harder to see. The cycle path turning
from Cambridge Road, Coton to the cycle
path alongside Madingley Road/St Neots
Road leaves a lot to be desired, having
poor visibility and narrowing just where
you need more room to manoeuvre
without losing too much impetus before
the steepest part of the hill. If you don’t
think it’s much of a hill, try doing it with
a toddler on the back, or nearly 20 kg
luggage. Then consider being pregnant
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In the winter I tend to continue on the
Madingley Road cycle path, which is not
up to scratch. The vegetation is rarely
managed, the path is far too narrow,
and the surface is poor. This is when I’m
even more aware of feeling wider than a
standard bike, especially on the unlit

It’s a shame that when
the Coton section of
road was resurfaced,
the lumps and bumps
weren’t ironed out

sections, and am lit accordingly. The litter
at the Madingley Road lay-by/bus stop is
shocking. We turn down Clerk Maxwell
Road to rejoin the Coton cycle path rather
than continue past Churchill College and
the rather unnerving, even narrower
section beside a large ditch!

In the BC days (before
child) it would take 40
minutes door to door,
quicker on the way home.
Now it’s longer, but still
preferable to driving
In the BC days (before child) it would take
40 minutes door to door (8.5 miles);
quicker on the way home, downhill with a
following wind. Now, with the extra
weight, it’s more like 45 minutes to
Hardwick plus five to the Irwin Centre, but
still preferable to driving. Not only do I
enjoy having a decent amount of exercise
built into the day, but there is also the
camaraderie of regular cyclists and walkers,
particularly once you get beyond the city
limits. Unfortunately I don’t think I’ll be
able to do it with two children, especially
as we have nowhere to store a trailer.
Shani Jamieson

My way
N

Coton village.

P
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Madingley hill (‘if you don’t think it’s steep...’)

Q

Off the cycleway through Hardwick.

R

Near Madingley.

Turning into the nursery.
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CTC Cambridge

Country cycle rides with CTC Cambridge
Nigel Deakin has been a member of Cambridge Cycling Campaign since it was launched, and was a committee member
for many years. However, like some other Campaign members he’s also a member of another cycling organisation, CTC,
and was recently elected secretary of its local group. Here he tells us more about CTC Cambridge and what it has to offer.

Saturday morning rides
These depart from Brookside (near the junction with Lensfield
Road), in Cambridge city centre at 10.00am and are held about
twice a month except during winter. Our next rides are on on
Saturday 3rd and Saturday 17th October. These are short (no more
than 15 miles), with a stop at a cafe on the way, and normally
return to Cambridge by about 1.00pm. They are specifically
intended for newcomers and are suitable for anyone.

Sunday afternoon rides

CTC Saturday morning ride. Photo credit: Julia Hochbach.
For Cycling Campaign members, cycling is the way we get about.
It’s the way we get to work, or to the shops, or to see friends. We
all know it’s simply the the best way to travel around Cambridge.

These depart from Brookside at 2.15pm throughout the year.
These are rather longer: about 45 miles in summer and 35 miles
in winter. We don’t go particularly fast (and we won’t leave you
behind) but we don’t tend to stop very often until we reach our
tea stop at 5.00pm (summer) or 4.30pm (winter). Tea is often a
substantial affair with sandwiches and cakes at a country pub,
though we sometimes stop at country cafes and occasionally at
members’ houses.

As we all know, one of the best thing about cycling is that
even the most routine of journeys can be a cause of pleasure.
CTC Cambridge is a group of local cyclists who know this too
but also like to spend time cycling for no other reason than that
we enjoy it. We’re the local group of CTC, the national cyclists’
association which was founded in 1878 as the Cyclists’ Touring Club.
At a national level, CTC is the main cycle campaigning organisation
in the UK and is closely involved in issues such as traffic law and
government policy. Locally, CTC Cambridge is also involved in
campaigning, with a particular interest in the rural area around
Cambridge. Although there’s a certain amount of overlap with
Cambridge Cycling Campaign, I believe the two groups have
similar policies and complement each other well.

Even the most routine of journeys can
be a cause of pleasure, but members
of CTC Cambridge also like to spend
time cycling just because we enjoy it
Our main activity, however, is to organise four or five cycle rides
a week, every week, throughout the year, all of them starting in
or near Cambridge. We’re not a racing club – we ride purely for
pleasure, with our routes chosen to be as quiet and pretty as
possible, and we usually chat pleasantly as we ride along.
Cycling Campaign members are welcome on all our rides (though
if you become a regular you’ll be expected to join). Our rides vary
in length from gentle 15 mile Saturday morning rides to 70 mile
Sunday all-day rides, but there are two types of ride that may be
of particular interest to newcomers:
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CTC Sunday afternoon ride passes through Duxford.
Photo credit: Nigel Deakin
We also hold a longer all-day ride on Sundays (70-80 miles) as well
as rides on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
There’s no need to ride a fancy bike or wear garish clothes.
Although some members do own nice touring or road bikes and
wear specialised cycle clothing, many do not and there’s no need
to worry about whether you’ll fit in. If your bike is up to the
distance, and your clothes are comfortable and appropriate to the
weather, you’ll be fine. We welcome all ages from 18 upwards.
Our regular riders span a very wide range of ages, with most
between their 20s and 70s.
So if you think you might enjoy sociable and non-competitive
cycling in the local countryside, come and ride with us! I hope to
see you on one of our rides soon.
You can find full details of our rides, as well as some reports
of our recent rides, on our recently-relaunched website at
www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk . If you have any questions, please
ask me at secretary@ctc-cambridge.org.uk
Nigel Deakin

Travel
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Notes from the Netherlands
Recently, our correspondent in Assen has been working with recumbents and getting up some speed in a Mango velomobile ...
The recumbent scene here is really funny.
We get all types of people riding recumbents,
not predominantly bearded sandal-wearing
blokes with beer bellies like myself.
Working at the ligfietsgarage (recumbent
shop) has been a real eye-opener. We had
a 15-year-old boy bring his really ancient
flevobike to the shop this week. Virtually
everything is worn out – because for a
few years he’s been riding it daily 30 km in
each direction to get to and from school.

I think it’s because they’re small and nice
to ride. Like so many of them this was
fitted with flat pedals, as she’s not ‘a cyclist’
but just someone who has a comfy bike to
ride, and enormous panniers, as obviously
aerodynamics are not as important as
getting plenty of shopping on the bike.
Her particular request was for new, higher,
handlebars. The standard ones were
becoming a bit restricting as she is pregnant,
so she needs a bit more room. Once the
new handlebars were fitted she rode it
away. In Britain that sort of bike is considered
to be a fast low-racer. Here it’s as likely to
be ‘Mum’s taxi’. No doubt in a few months
she’ll want a child seat on the back...

The Challenge Hurricane recumbent
(with attached dog basket).

At the moment the Jeugdtour is in town.
It’s the biggest youth cycling race in the
world, held every year in Assen. We’ve
youngsters who will be in the tour in the
next few years racing around on closed
roads. At the end of August the Vuelta
comes to town – the first time in its history
that it will be starting outside Spain, and
they’ve chosen to start here in Assen.

A couple of weeks ago we had a woman
come in with a Challenge Hurricane. They’re
very popular with women, it turns out.

Testing the Mango velomobile.
I’m on the waiting list for a Mango. The
things are simply too marvellous to ignore.
I have borrowed one for my commute a
few times and have covered the 30.5 km
distance in just 47 minutes door to door.*
That’s an average of 39 km/h, and requires
sustaining a speed above 40 km/h for
virtually the whole distance. You can do
that with cycle paths like we have here,
but there would be no chance if I had to
stop at all the traffic lights on the road.
David Hembrow
*You can see a video of David testing the
Mango at http://hembrow.blogspot.com/
2009/06/borrowing-velomobile.html

Postcard from Newquay
Simon and Katrina took their folding bikes by train to meet their car-bound relatives for a family holiday in Cornwall.
Surf capital of the UK, Newquay has made only a token effort to
accommodate bicycles around the semi-pedestrianised streets of
its busy central area. A contraflow cycle lane leads away from the
main drag through a bus station and uphill into a residential area.
That disorienting diversion reconnects through back streets with
a descent to the beach. This makes for a hilly and rather lengthy
bypass to the one-way street through the main shopping area.

Anxious to prove our commitment to avoiding a car-dependent
lifestyle we were reluctant to accept the offers of lifts to and
from Newquay. So the next day we tried getting to our family’s
resort by bus. As a consequence of being an hour late it was
overcrowded and we were forced to sit behind two drunken men,
both dirty from a day’s work, lecherous, flatulent and stinking of
rotten vegetables.

There’s no exception for cycles on the other one-way street
leading out of the centre, and so whichever way you want to get
into town you are forced into steep climbs. A converted tramway
makes an unsigned but useful, short and flat alternative, but then
dumps you onto the one-way forcing a dismount before you can
continue. The convenience of cycling has been effectively killed.
We saw very few cyclists – one carrying a surfboard and the
occasional road-bike cyclist.

The late buses back to Newquay were empty and punctual, but
we depended on a lift to the bus stop because the alternative was
a suicidal half-mile walk along the same treacherous A392.

We had ambitions for cycling the national cycle network (NCN) to
Truro, but our experience of 7 miles of NCN route 32 out towards
Indian Queens, though pleasant in parts, put us off. Fighting the
congestion out of Newquay we eventually connected with the
very quiet country lanes through switchback farmland to the
out-of-town holiday development where the other half of our
family group were staying. Reaching their resort required riding
the A392 along one of the most unpleasant half miles we’ve ever
cycled. That road is wide in places but verges disappear where the
road suddenly narrows and high hedges or walls confine the two
lanes of fast and impatient traffic.

At the end of the Victorian era the railway created the resort town
of Newquay and the imposing cliffside hotels flourished. Over a
hundred years later the lively beaches are still the main draw, but
families now stay several miles inland at the out-of-town resorts
or campsites and shop in the out-of-town supermarkets. Although
there are direct trains to and from Paddington, ours were only about
a third full. The reports of holiday congestion on the motorways
convinced one car-load of our group to start their return journey
at 2:30 in the morning.
The convoluted one-way system, the terrain and town planning
have combined to almost eliminate cycling in Newquay. An obvious
and relatively cheap first step that could encourage more use of
bikes to get around would be to create exceptions for cyclists in
all the one-way streets.
Simon Nuttall
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Tricycling with twins

Three’s company: tricycling with twins

‘This is JUST what we’ve been looking for!’ I dragged my husband,
Nick, to the computer screen where I had been reading the
Cambridge Twins Club newsletter. In the ‘For Sale’ section were
the words ‘customised Pashley tricycle, two rear facing bicycle
seats attached’.
I had been wondering about the issue of getting out and about,
further afield than walking allows and without a car, with our twin
girls, Emily and Isabel… and this seemed like a good solution.
We had been considering the bicycling options: one on the front,
one on the back? A bit unsafe, perhaps. Ditto the bike dragging
a trailer along behind; the fact that the children are lower than a
driver’s eye line, despite a jolly flag waving above, just put us off.
A covered ‘reverse tricycle’ seemed a good option, but was quite
wide and unwieldy and hugely expensive. (No offence to anyone
who rides any of these… everyone chooses the right bike/trike for
them!) This trike sounded simple, neat and ‘no frills’, all of which
appealed to us, so I sent a hasty email claiming the trike and we
rushed round to collect it.
Emily and Isabel, despite being only just over one at the time, and
small for their age, were very excited at the prospect of sitting in
the bike seats and thought it a fun game. We removed them for
our first what can only be described as a ‘wobble’ rather than
‘ride’ down the street. Being cyclists, to turn a corner we just leant
our weight over. This doesn’t work on a trike. You can lean all you
like and the thing will continue in an onward direction. Apologies
to anyone who lived down the road where we first tried out the
trike – we both hit several hedges, clipped the kerb, narrowly
avoided several stationary cars and made a complete spectacle
of ourselves. For anyone who has been canoeing: your first
experience of trying to paddle a canoe in a straight line is like
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trying to ride a trike for the first time. Unlearning all you know
about bicycling and remembering actually to turn the handlebars
rather than using your body weight is something which we found
takes a bit of time.
The next issue, once we had decided that, yes, we could get
used to this triking malarkey and having paid up the required
£250 (the going price for a second hand Pashley, based on eBay),
was getting the contraption home. It certainly wasn’t going to fit
in our car, large boot or no large boot. Being about ten miles from
home (and tentative, virgin trikers to boot) we decided that I would
drive the girls to the river at Newnham, and Nick would do the

Early days: the twins get used to the new tricycle and their
slightly-too-big cycling helmets.

Tricycling with twins
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Clare, Emily and Isabel on the customised Pashley tricycle, their chosen bicycling option from a range that included a detachable
trailer (on the right of the tricycle in the centre photo) and a covered reverse tricycle, such as the Winther Kangaroo (right).
first leg of the journey, meeting us there for a picnic to break the
journey. Half an hour later he swept up to us, a big grin on his
face, calling out, ‘Bit slower than a bike. Got to watch the uneven
bits,’ which I found a bit ominous.
Once we had swapped, I realised that the first part of my journey
home was along the river path. Incredulous stares of passers-by
followed my wobbling progress, as I veered towards the river, then
remembered to use the handlebars and veered the other way, with
Nick watching (now a triking pro. after six miles practice), shouting,
‘Slow down a bit. TURN the handlebars. Not that way, the other way…’.
It took us a while to summon up the courage actually to take
the girls on the trike. We had been to the cycle shop to get their
lovely blue helmets, of which they were extremely proud. The only
problem was that once they were seated, snugly strapped in, the
back of the seats pushed the helmets forward and over their eyes.
This didn’t go down well with the girls. This meant that our first
few forays out as a family on wheels involved one of us peddling
the trike and the other on a bike as ‘outrider’, with the usual
peace punctuated by shouts of, ‘Are they happy?’ with the reply
something like, ‘Not sure, I can’t see their faces. The helmets are
covering them. I think Isabel’s smiling…. Oh, maybe not. I think it’s
a grimace.’ Poor Emily would be hanging on for dear life, looking
very pale, so we kept the trips short, usually ending at the park
swings. Another issue was our continued ineptitude at steering
through narrow gaps, and realising that a trike feels much more as
if it is about to ‘capsize’ when you go over small bumps than a bike.

What seems the trike’s best feature is the fact that the girls face
the oncoming traffic at ‘cyclist height’. This means that cars can
see that small children are on board from a reasonable way off
and give us a wide berth. Our size and unusualness may also help.
I often catch motorists smiling as they pass us, and can only
assume that the girls have been waving at them, or grinning…
Perhaps we are just a bit of a funny spectacle, whizzing along.
Or puffing along. It is amazing that the bigger the girls get (they
are now two) the more I notice any little incline. But what a way
to keep fit – going places we want to go, in the fresh air, singing,
looking at what is going on around us, playing ‘spot the (insert colour
of car, name of animal....)’ or just waving at friendly passers by.
If you see us out and about in Cambridge, give us a wave and
we’ll return it!
Clare Hardy, with photos by Ian Farrell

Luckily, as the girls got more used to it (and grew a bit so their
helmets were not always being pushed over their eyes and they
could actually see) I got in a lot more practice and soon became
proficient at knowing which small gaps we could squeeze through
and at gliding over potholes and bumps at the side of the road
without fear of tipping up. These trips would generally be during
the week when Nick was at work, so at the weekends for the first
month or so he would see me nonchalantly speeding off and would
get a worried look on his face. ‘Are you sure you’re safe?’ he’d
mutter as the girls and I took off. But by then it was second nature
to the three of us, and we’d all grin and I’d tell him to ‘stop fussing’!
One thing that both of us keep ‘fussing’ about is safety. We pick
our cycle routes carefully and avoid busy roads such as Mill Road if
possible. We can generally get around Cambridge quite well, but
are wary of roads that have no cycle lane through fear of being
‘squeezed’ by buses and other vehicles that tend to overtake
normal cyclists quite tightly. We had to make one modification to
the trike, attaching side guards to the back wheels, so there is no
chance of the girls catching their feet in the wheels.
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Diary

Campaign social
We enjoyed a fun evening at CB2 café in August for our Campaign
social. Our socials are held every four months and are a great way
to meet fellow cyclists in a relaxed environment.
ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd
The next one will be our Christmas social – see the next Newsletter
for more details, followed by one in April 2010.

Campaign Diary
October 2009
Thurs 1

5.30pm

Sat 3

10.00am	Wheel Building Workshop run by David Green, Queen Edith Community Primary School, Godwin Way.
For details, and to book a place, email davidwgreen@onetel.com.

Tue 6

8.00pm	Monthly General Meeting. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane (with tea and coffee from 7.30pm,
and a chance to chat, and for us to introduce ourselves to new members).

Sat 10/Sun 11

Newsletter 86 review meeting. Venue to be arranged.

 ambridge Traffic Management Area Joint Committee (AJC) response drafting. A meeting to draft our
C
communications to Councillors of the AJC will be held over this weekend. For further details, please contact us.

November 2009
Sun 1		Newsletter 87 deadline. Please send copy to Monica Frisch: mfrisch@phonecoop.coop . Members are
warmly invited to write articles (style guidelines available) and should contact the Editor in the first instance.
Tue 3

8.00pm	Annual General Meeting. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane (with tea and coffee from 7.30 pm,
and a chance to chat, and for us to introduce ourselves to new members). See page 3 for more details.

Thurs 26 7.30pm

Newsletter stuffing. Baby Milk Action offices, 34 Trumpington Street. Help very much welcomed.

Fri 27

 uestion time: Climate Change and Copenhagen. The panel will be the politicians competing for
Q
Cambridge’s votes next year and it will be chaired by Sir David King, former Govt. Chief Scientific Advisor.
Drinks and discussion afterwards. Organised by Cambridge Carbon Footprint, as part of the Stop Climate
Chaos coalition www.stopclimatechaos.org/. Emmanuel United Reform Church, 3 Trumpington Street.

7.30pm

December 2009
Thurs 3

5.30pm

Newsletter 87 review meeting. Venue to be arranged.

Sat 5		


Mill
Road Winter Fair stall. We’ll be at the Mill Road Winter Fair this year with our stall.
Can you help staff the stall? Please contact us if so, or e-mail sdb_156@hotmail.com directly.

Tue 8

Monthly General Meeting. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. For details, see 6 October.

8.00pm

Mon 14 (tbc)
6.30pm for 7pm

Campaign Christmas Dinner. Join us for Christmas dinner at CB2 cafe, 5-7 Norfolk Street.
Details about menu in due course. Please contact us if you wish to come.

EVERY FRIDAY	LUNCHTIME RIDES, 12.30 pm (weather permitting)
Lunchtime rides of varying speed and length, usually involving a stop at a pub on the way, leaving from
the Stourbridge Common side of Green Dragon Bridge. Open to all who like to ride and talk about
bicycles. Join the ride at your own risk.
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Committee meetings / Photomap
City and County Council committees
Campaign members may be interested to attend Planning
Committee and Area Committee meetings, which often
include cycling and walking issues.
Joint Development Control Committee meetings,
which are determining the Planning Applications relating
to the huge major housing development proposals for the
Cambridge sub-region, are also open to the public.
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Photomap this month:
editor’s pick
#18163: Bateman Street

Cambridge Cycling Campaign studies and comments upon
agendas and papers for Cambridge Traffic Management
Area Joint Committee meetings, and these meetings are
also open to the public.
Details of venue and agenda are available about a week
beforehand at www.cambridge.gov.uk/public/councillors/
comtabl9.htm
OCTOBER
Thur 1

Thur 15

10.00 am 	Joint Development
Control Committee
7.30 pm

West/Central Area Committee

Mon 19 2.00 pm
		

Cambridge Traffic Management
Area Joint Committee (AJC)

Wed 21

9.30 am

Planning Committee

Thur 29

7.00 pm

East Area Committee

Amazing! Someone has stopped to unload
on Bateman Street without blocking the
contraflow cycle lane. Well done this driver.
This month’s pick from the CycleStreets photomap on our
website. For more cycling-related photos of Cambridge, or to add
your own, visit www.cambridge.cyclestreets.net/photomap

NOVEMBER
Tue 3

10.00 am 	Joint Development
Control Committee

Thur 12

6.30 pm

North Area Committee

Wed 18

9.30 am

Planning Committee

Thur 19

7.30 pm

South Area Committee

DECEMBER
Thur 3

10.00 am 	Joint Development
Control Committee

Thur 10

7.30 pm

West/Central Area Committee

Wed 16

9.30 am

Planning Committee

Thur 17

7.00 pm

East Area Committee
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YOUR STREETS THIS MONTH
Hills Road bridge
A new trial layout for the traffic lanes
on Hills Road bridge is now in place.
The lanes are one-lane-up, two-lanes-down
for motor traffic with a cycle lane on the
up sides. This is instead of the previous
arrangement of two lanes for motor
traffic and no provision at all for cyclists
and is part of the proposal we outlined
in Newsletter 83. Public consultations
were held on 8th and 10th September
and the trial, which does not have lanes
down the bridge because the central
reservation would have to be removed
and leveled out to make room, will be
carefully monitored before a decision

Pedestrian crossing refurbishment
is made early in 2010 about the
permanent design. This will have to tie
in with the proposals for the Cambridge
Gateway – the name for the area
between Hills Road and the railway
station – which include complicated plans
for the Brooklands Avenue junction with
the addition of a new route for buses
and cyclists from Hills Road to the station
through a new fourth arm to the junction.
A new toucan crossing across the bridge
near to the entrance to City House
is planned with a pedestrian/cycle
shared-use path from the crossing into
the station (see article on page 6).

The pedestrian crossing on Cherry Hinton
Road, near Cowper Road (below), has been
refurbished. Thoughtfully, we were notified
in advance of the work which took place
in late July. Unfortunately, we were not
consulted regarding the detail and the result
is that the newly-installed control boxes
have been mistakenly installed in a location
where they cause serious obstruction
to the pavement which is a shared-use
footway and two-way cycleway. What
makes matters even worse is that this is a
location where there are often vulnerable
pedestrians waiting to use the crossing.

Guided busway

The northern section of the guided
busway, now rebranded ‘The Busway’, is
nearing completion. Busway contractors
BAM Nuttall have advised Cambridgeshire
County Council that they expect to hand
over the track between St Ives and
Cambridge at the end of October. It is
now possible to see what the cycle route

Highway works
Resurfacing works are continuing with
much-needed improvements to Mill Road
(right) and new traffic calming has been
installed on Luard Road (far right). Some of
this is a consequence of Cycle Cambridge
which has attracted extra money for
improving cycle routes. The resurfacing is a
great improvement and we hope it lasts.
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alongside will be like. In places it looks on
the narrow side and there is evidence
that it will suffer from the not uncommon
problem of obstruction by lampposts
(top left). On the New Ouse Viaduct the
shared-use path is only about 2.5 m, with
a parapet up against the side of the path.
Guided buses will run right up against
the kerb edge, passing worryingly close
to path users (top right). The path is
intended for dedication as bridleway.
Soon after this. the route reaches the
eastbound bus stops as a 3 m width
shared-use path. The pinch caused by the
WW2 pillbox is needlessly made worse by
new cabinets (width about 2 m), forcing
a deflection into the pedestrian area (left).

Trumpington Meadows
The developers, Grosvenor in partnership
with the Universities Superannuation Scheme,
are continuing preparing plans for this site near
Trumpington. Their proposals can be seen on
their website www.trumpingtonmeadows.com
and we have recently been sent copies
of the plans for street designs. We are
studying these carefully to ensure that good
provision is made for cyclists. If you would
like to see and comment on these plans, or
other planning applications, join the Planning
Subgroup email list by subscribing online at
www.camcycle.org.uk/lists/subscriptions.html

